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7. **Tables and figures.** Tables and figures will be sent on separate files in JPEG format. Tables must be sent in word format.

Tables shall be numbered according to the order of appearance in the text, with the title on the top and the abbreviations described on the bottom. All nonstandard abbreviations which may be used in the tables shall be explained in footnotes.
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All tables as well as figures will be numbered with Arabic numbers following the order of appearance in the text.

At the end of the text document the tables and figures captions will be included on individual pages.

8. The Journal’s Editorial Staff will communicate the reception of submitted articles and will inform about its acceptance and possible date of publication.

9. After hearing the reviewers’ suggestions (journal uses peer correction system), may reject the works which are not suitable, or indicate the author the modifications which are thought to be necessary for its acceptance.

10. The Editorial Board is not responsible for the concepts, opinions or affirmations supported by the authors.

11. Submissions of the papers: Archives of Sports Medicine. By e-mail to FEMEDE’S e-mail address: femede@femede.es. The submission will come with a cover letter on which the work’s examination for its publication in the Journal will be requested, article type will be specified, and it will be certified by all authors that the work is original and has not been partially or totally published before.
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